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Now You Can Easily Turn Any Content You Have Into A Brand New Original Article With This Simple To

Use Push Button Software That Even A Child Can Operate!" Never worry about duplicate content

penalties again because this point and click software will give you a never ending stream of original

content to pull in search engine visitors and more sales! You can take your current PLR articles and spin

one article into 100 articles in no time flat with this amazing new software! Ren Dear Friend, The Internet

is changing every day, literally. One day, you may have a site that is getting tens of thousands of visitors

from the Search Engines and the next day it may completely dry up because you triggered a duplicate

content filter. This is one of the draw backs of going after search engine traffic. It can be pretty

overwhelming when trying to figure out all of the subtleties of the search engines to get into their good

graces, if not damn near impossible sometimes. Not to mention have acceptable content at the same

time... What can you do to avoid being penalized? You Need To Have Original Content On Your Website

That Is Only Available On YOUR Website! Let's face it, if you have content on your website that's on

hundreds or thousands of other sites, the search engines aren't going give that much weight. In fact, if

Google's duplicate content filter is triggered, your website risks being completely de-indexed and you'll be

down to no traffic over night! That's why you must have original content. Original content pleases your

visitor, the search engines and keeps a steady stream of traffic going to your site without the worry of

duplicate content filters being triggered. But until now it's always been a laborious task to create loads of

content. Not anymore... "Duplicate Content Detonator" Creates The Content For You! "Duplicate Content

Detonator" is flat out the easiest content changing system on the market. It's truly, point and click.

Creating professional, thought provoking content has never been so easy or enjoyable to put together.

There's a sense of pride that comes with providing quality content to your Internet visitors while snagging

loads of Search Engine traffic in the process. In a world of auto-generated, garbage sites that offer

absolutely nothing of value to the visitor, the search engine or the real world, it's easy to stand out if you

have some original content which "Duplicate Content Detonator" is going to create for you! Here are just a

few of the smoking hot features you'll get access to... Simple As Pie Interface - You won't be wondering
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what to do or how to use this system because it's so easily laid out that a 10 year old could use it. True

Point & Click Content Creation - It couldn't get any easier. You simply load an article and it gives you a

bunch of options for customizing and personalizing the article at the click of a button! Never Worry About

Duplicate Content Again! - You'll never have to worry about being penalized for duplicate content again

because Article Content Spinner is going to create loads of unique, original content for you to serve up to

the search engines. Readable, Well Flowing Articles And Content - Unlike many other content spinning

programs, Article Content Spinner creates beautiful flowing content that is a pleasure for your visitor to

read! The others create a mixed up mess that rarely makes sense. Extreme Control - You approve or

deny each change that is made to your articles to make sure that they make sense and are readable to

the search engines and your visitors. This is done without any typing! Create Articles Super Fast- You

can spin an article in just a few seconds and a couple of clicks and you'll have an original piece of content

ready to serve to search engines and visitors. You can pump out hundreds of articles in this amazing

software in under an hour! Versatile Options - You can load your content from a text file, a website URL

or just copy and paste it into the system so you can be sure that it will work on any of your content

customization projects. You have the power to create as much original content as you need with this

revolutionary new piece of software. The search engines will love you, your visitors will love you and,

most importantly, you're going to love the extra income all of this original content is going to bring you. I

know you don't want to worry about getting de-indexed by the search engines. Can you imagine what it

would feel like to have a several hundred page website de-indexed or banned? All that hard work goes

right down the drain! "Duplicate Content Detonator" eliminates that fear for life. Getting in the high graces

of the search engines and your visitors has never been so easy! You need to jump on the opportunity to

be a "quality content" provider and give the search engines something of value that they can share with

their searchers. This will make them LOVE sending you thousands of visitors because their searchers will

LOVE using their search engine for all of their searching needs. That makes sense, doesn't it? You

provide quality content for the search engines and their searchers and you get loads of traffic... Okay,

Okay, How Much Does This "Duplicate Content Detonator" Thing Cost? I'll cut right though the BS and let

you know that this software is worth several hundreds of dollars but today I'm not even going to charge

$100. You get it not for $47 or $37 but for only $8.97 in this limited time pre-launch phase of this products

release. How many Internet marketing content rich sites will you create with "Duplicate Content



Detonator"? Just one or two could mean thousands in additional income for you and your family. And

that's a consistent and reliable income because you don't have to worry about being banned or

de-indexed. It isn't hard to please the search engines with original content especially when you're armed

with "Duplicate Content Detonator" to do all of the work for you. Think about this, for a measly $8.97

today you can be on your way to having your very own profitable, high traffic, content rich website with no

fear of getting banned or de-indexed. This is a small sum to pay, to start finally taking steps towards

getting your website online and starting to live the work at home lifestyle! Look at it this way -- $8.97 is

really a painless drop in the bucket to be able to get your hands on "Duplicate Content Detonator" and

start using it right away to improve your lifestyle! You Really Cant Afford Not To Invest In "Duplicate

Content Detonator" It's easy to get started right away. Just click the order link below... WAIT! Special

offer: Would you like to have resell rights to the "Duplicate Content Detonator"? You'll be able to sell the

"Duplicate Content Detonator" to your customers and keep 100 of the profits. Your resell rights come with

a complete website salesletter, and professional graphics for you to promote the "Duplicate Content

Detonator" software with. You'll have your own product that you can sell to YOUR customers and keep all

the profits! There is no additional charge for the resell rights. It's included in your one time payment for

just $8.97! Rene Fong. Tags: duplicate content duplicate article duplicate
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